
 

 

 

 
 

 Internal PO Backorders 
 



Introduction 

This FAQ describes how the Internal Purchase Order Backorders are handled. 

Order Entry at the Branch: When the Ship-To Account (branch) sells items that are out of stock or non-

stock, backorders will be created for the branch location in a shared Backorder file. The backorder items to 

be ordered from an Internal Vendor (warehouse) will contain the internal vendor # (i.e. WHSE). 

Creating an Internal PO: The Ship-To branch creates an Internal PO, the Suggest Order feature currently 

looks for items that are below the reorder point as well as non-stock items in the Backorder file for the 

branch location. The non-stock backorder records will be marked as ordered on the internal PO and the PO 

# and date will be updated to the new fields. This will allow the older existing fields that mark the non-stock 

items as ordered to 

remain clear. This will 

allow the regular PO 

creation to pick them up 

when ordering from the 

vendor. The suggested 

order routine uses the 

new fields in the non-

stock backorder 

records. If the items 

have been ordered, 

then it doesn’t include 

them in the suggested 

order.   

 

Filling/Changing an Internal PO: The Internal Vendor (warehouse) will view and access the Ordered 

Status internal PO’s by viewing one vendor (Warehouse).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

They will use the Fill Internal PO mode to begin the filling process. The new columns were added as follows: 

• A column for the Vendor Number. This field can be changed for non-stock items. Changing 
the vendor allows the non-stock item to be ordered on a regular vendor PO. 

• The Cost column was added for non-stock items. 
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• The Available Quantity from the Internal Vendor’s filling location will display. Note: this field 
is for reference only and cannot be changed. 

• A new column for the Backorder Quantity was added to be used for stocked items that 
cannot be filled and need to be ordered from a vendor (i.e. Nasco). The Backorder 
Quantities will be added to the warehouse item’s Inventory Master Record Customer 
Backorder field. This will affect the order quantity when the regular PO for the vendor is 
created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regular PO Creation: If the warehouse identified that items are out of stock, and need to be ordered from 

vendors, then they will create regular PO’s to the vendors. They will use the Suggest Order feature to pull in 

the stock items, by the vendor, for the branch’s location. Note: the Suggested Order feature already looks at 

the Customer Backorder field, and adds to the quantity suggested, to order for stocked items. 

Receiving Regular PO: After the receipts are updated, the backorder schedule screen does not include 

backorders that are marked as ordered on an internal PO. Any items that are received appear on an open 

status internal PO. A 

screen will be displayed 

that contains all of the 

received items that are 

on an internal PO. The 

user will double click on 

the item to access the 

Fill Internal PO for a 

received item. 

 

Fill Internal PO: After 

the warehouse has 

received items from a 

vendor they will fill the 

Internal PO’s. If there 

are any backorder quantities on items they will be displayed and any changes to the backorder will be 

updated to the item record’s Customer Backorder field. 
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Receive the Filled Internal PO: When the branch receives the items from the warehouse, they will locate 

the Filled Status PO for their ship to account and receive the items.  Any customer backorders for these 

items will be filled and processed for any customers. 

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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